Two separate studies are presented here that deal with analytical predictions of the air gap for floating structures.
We focus here on analytical diffraction models of air gap response, and its resulting stochastic nature and numerical predictions under random wave excitation. Attention is focused on a semi-submersible platform, for which both slow-drift motions (heave/pitch) and diffraction effects are potentially significant. This air gap response presents several new and interesting challenges. It is the first response limit state where we need to simultaneously include both second-order sum-and difference-frequency effects (on the wave surface), and second-order differencefrequency effects (on slow drift motions and generally, on the wave surface as well). The sum-and differencefrequency waves and the difference-frequency heave and pitch motions can both influence the air gap. The air gap response is further complicated because the heave, pitch, and roll motions of the floating structure are generally coupled. Moreover, the motions and the net wave elevation, both of which affect the air gap, are correlated in time as they result from the same underlying incident wave excitation process. Note that air gap modeling has been the subject of previous work within the Reliability of Marine Structures Program at Stanford University. For example, Winterstein and Sweetman (1999) apply a fractile-based approach to develop a scaling factor between the statistics of the incident waves and those of the associated air gap demand. by analytical Stokes theory, which retains second-order effects on the incident wave but neglects second-order diffraction. Use of (a) and (b) would significantly simplify the analysis, avoiding the costly step of second-order diffraction. The local wave modeling in step (b) is found to be quite important in predicting the air gap response of two semi-submersibles studied here.
THEORY

Volterra Series and Transfer Functions
In modeling nonlinear systems, such as floating structures, it is common to employ Volterra series that permit one to describe the response (output) of such systems. The nonlinear system is defined in terms of first-and second-order transfer functions. For floating structures, these transfer functions are obtained from first-and second-order wave diffraction analysis programs (e.g., WAMIT, 1995) .
In order to study the response of a floating structure to random seas, we start by defining an irregular sea surface elevation, η(t), as a sum of sinusoidal components at N distinct frequencies:
in which S η (ω) represents the wave power spectrum.
Any response quantity, x(t), may be described by a second-order Volterra series representation:
where x 1 (t), x 2-(t), and x 2+ (t) are the first-order, second-order difference-frequency and second-order sum-frequency contributions, respectively, to the response. We can write each of these three components in terms of the appropriate (first-and second-order) transfer functions. Thus,
In Equation (3), H k (1) denotes the first-order transfer function, while H k (2+) and H k (2-) are the second-order sum-and difference-frequency transfer functions. Also, these transfer functions can describe any quantity of interest such as wave loads, platform motions, forces, etc.
Response Moments and Extremes
In the reliability analysis of offshore structures, response quantities of interest include extremes and fatigue damage. Exact statistics of these quantities are not known even for linear (Gaussian) responses, much less for second-order Volterra models such as we use here. Hence, we must approximate these quantities, using limited response statistics for the total (first-plus second-order) process given by Equations (2) and (3). We choose here to characterize the total response process by its first four statistical moments (mean, standard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis) which are then used to estimate response extremes. These first four statistical moments of the response are defined as 
In order to obtain moments of the response process given in Equations (2) and (3), it is convenient to rewrite x(t) in terms of standard Gaussian processes, u j (t). In general, whether second-order diffraction effects are included or neglected, the first-and second-order processes, x 1 (t) and x 2 (t), can be rewritten in terms of the standard Gaussian processes, u j (t): (5) in which N is the number of frequency components of x 1 (t). The coefficients c j and λ j are obtained by solving an eigenvalue problem of size N for problems involving difference or sum frequencies only (Naess, 1986 , Naess, 1992 , or of size 2N for problems -such as these air gap response problems -which involve both (e.g., Winterstein et al, 1994) . The resulting moments of x can be found directly from the coefficients c j and λ j in Equation (5) Once these response moments are found, the response process x(t) is assumed to be related to a standard Gaussian process u(t) using a Hermite transformation model (Winterstein, 1988) :
in which c 3H and c 4H are chosen to preserve the skewness and kurtosis of x(t), and κ = (1 + 2c 3H 2 + 6c 4H 2 ) -1/2 is chosen to preserve the standard deviation of x(t).
The key assumption of Equation (7) is that it relates the actual non-Gaussian response, x(t), to a standard Gaussian response, u(t), at each point in time. It follows that for any realizations of these processes over time T, their respective extreme values -denoted X max,T and U max,T -are related by the same functional transformation, g:
(Note that in practice, the cubic transformation g is constrained to remain monotonic, so that extrema of u(t) and x(t) are ensured to map directly.)
Finally, since Equation (7a) applies to each realization of X max,T and U max,T , the same relation must also apply to their p-fractile values, denoted x max T,p and u max T,p :
It only remains to use standard results for Gaussian process theory to estimate u max T,p . With the assumption of Poisson upcrossings (Crandall and Mark, 1963) ,
Setting this probability to p and solving for u, the corresponding p-fractile is found to be
where ν 0 is the average rate at which u(t), and hence, x(t), upcross their median values. Hence, the Hermite response estimate of extreme statistics -specifically, arbitrary fractiles of the maximum value in duration T -are found from Equation (7), using for u(t) the corresponding Gaussian extreme fractile from Equation (8) .
Air Gap Response
In order to determine the instantaneous air gap, it is useful first to consider the net wave elevation, η NET (t), with respect to a fixed origin. The logical next step is to consider the relative wave elevation, r(t), measured with respect to the moving structure:
At the field point of interest, (x,y), δ(t) denotes the net vertical displacement, which in turn is generally given in terms of the heave (ξ 3 ), roll (ξ 4 ), and pitch (ξ 5 ) motions:
The available air gap a(t) is the difference between the still-water air gap, a 0 , and the relative wave, r(t):
In Figure 1 , a schematic diagram is shown where various quantities defined in Equations (9) to (11) needed to define the air gap response are indicated.
The instantaneous net wave elevation, η NET (t), in Equation (9) is a result of both the incident waves that would occur if the structure were not present, and the diffracted waves that arise because of the presence of the structure that alters the flow field: In Equation (12), we see that the net wave elevation is made up of first-and second-order waves; moreover, individually the incident waves (subscript: I) and the diffracted waves (subscript: D) will contribute to the first-and second-order waves. The first-order incident wave η 1,I is modeled here as a stationary Gaussian process, and consistent values of η 1,D , η 2,I , and η 2,D are calculated from hydrodynamic theory. Note that this second-order diffraction term is likely to be the most expensive quantity to calculate within the numerical, boundary-value diffraction analysis. It is also perhaps the quantity most subject to questions of adequate modeling, meshing, etc. Therefore, we shall study here the adequacy of a "hybrid" model that omits η 2,D ; i.e., retaining incident wave effects to second order but diffraction corrections to first order only.
In Equation (12), the first-order incident wave, η 1,I , is the Gaussian input wave process, which was denoted η(t) for simplicity in Equation (1) . Also, we approximate the spectrum of η 1,I by that of the total incident wave, η 1,I + η 2,I . Differences between these spectra, due to second-order Stokes contributions, have been found to be generally negligible.
Application of Methodology to Floating Structures
The methodology using Volterra series models to describe the response of floating structures and the moment-based extreme estimation has been implemented in a post-processing analysis routine, TFPOP (Ude et al., 1996) . This routine uses first-and second-order force transfer functions (from force calculations involving diffraction analysis) as well as added mass and damping (from first-order wave radiation). TFPOP combines these load transfer functions together with stiffness, damping, and inertia properties of the structure and, thus, constructs first-and second-order transfer functions to any response quantity, x(t). In general, an analysis can include forces/moments in any of six degrees of freedom and can be used to estimate response quantities such as motions, accelerations, tether tensions, etc. The implementation and its theoretical basis (second-order model with moment-based extremes and fatigue estimation) have been verified in several previous studies. The different structures analyzed include TLP's, semi-submersibles, and spar buoys. Cases studied included TLP responses that were sensitive to second-order highfrequency loads (e.g., tether fatigue and heave acceleration -see Winterstein et al., 1994) as well as slow drift motions that were influenced by second-order low-frequency loads (e.g., surge motions of a TLP (Winterstein et al., 1994) and of a semi-submersible and a spar buoy ). The first reference (Winterstein et al., 1994) verifies the accuracy of the Hermite model, for both sum-and difference-frequency applications, through detailed comparison with simulation. An associated study (Jha et al., 1997) shows the ability of these second-order models, with Newman's approximation, to accurately predict both slow-drift and wave-frequency motions found from spar buoy model tests.
The air gap response, as described by Equations (9) through (12) above, has been analyzed in an extended, air gapspecific analysis methodology, based on second-order Volterra series and Hermite extreme models (Manuel and Winterstein, 1998) . This methodology permits one to selectively include or exclude the various contributions to the net wave elevation in Equation (12). Thus, one can study the relative influences of first-versus second-order waves, and of incident versus diffracted waves.
PLATFORM DESCRIPTION
The structure chosen for the numerical studies is the Troll concrete semi-submersible platform. Figure 2 shows a plan view of the platform that has four columns and plan dimensions, 100 m X 100 m. The still-water air gap is 25 meters and the mean water depth is 325 meters. Wave tank measurements of air gap were made at seven different field point locations. At these same locations, WAMIT diffraction analyses were performed for waves with different headings and with wave periods ranging from 7.4 to 20.0 seconds. In the following, we discuss comparison of the air gap response statistics at three field point locations indicated by the numbers 1, 5, and 6 in Figure 2 .
RESULTS I: PARAMETRIC STUDY AT MID-POINT LOCATION
We first consider analytical predictions of the relative wave elevation for the Troll semi-submersible. We are interested here in predicting the influence of alternative modeling options in describing the relative wave. For the sake of this exercise, we will study the air gap at a location directly below the center of the platform. This is field point no. 1 in Figure 2 . We consider a single seastate of 3 hours duration that is characterized by head seas (zerodegree heading) with a significant wave height of 10.6 meters and a spectral peak period of 12.5 seconds. This is a seastate for which model tests are available for comparison.
To isolate the effects of incident and diffracted waves of first-and second-order, and the effect of net vertical motion, we consider the following cases: Case 0 Only first-order incident waves (η 1,I ) included; structure locked down (i.e., motions prevented, δ = 0). Case 1 Only first-and second-order incident waves (η 1,I and η 2,I ) included; structure locked down. Case 2 First-order incident and diffracted waves (η 1,I and η 1,D ), second-order sum-and difference-frequency effects on the incident waves (η 2,I ) included; structure locked down. This is the "hybrid" model (incident waves correct to second order; diffraction corrections to first order) referred to above. Case 3 Full first-and second-order incident and diffracted waves (η 1,I , η 1,D , η 2,I , and η 2,D ) included; structure locked down. Note that second-order diffraction results are available here for sum-frequency effects only. Accordingly, the difference-frequency transfer function for wave elevation is again estimated by Stokes theory (ignoring the presence of the structure) as in Case 2. From experience with other cases, we anticipate the neglect of diffraction effects on difference-frequency terms to have relatively minor consequence, although their inclusion will typically serve to mildly decrease nonlinear effects. Heave Structure's heave motion (ξ 3 ) studied. Base First-and second-order incident and diffracted waves (η 1,I , η 1,D , η 2,I and η 2,D ) included; structure permitted to move in heave, pitch, and roll (i.e., δ ≠ 0) Table 1 summarizes the predicted response statistics for the Troll submersible in each of the cases defined. (Note that all results seek to model the air gap response except "Heave", which reflects only the vertical structural motion.)
The statistics for the total response (i.e., including first-and second-order contributions) are presented in Table 1 . Also included are response statistics if only the first-order terms are retained.
From Table 1 , the following findings may be noted as we move across the various cases: Case 0 Because Case 0 includes only first-order incident waves, the net wave elevation (TOTAL) is seen to be Gaussian as expected (e.g., skewness = 0 and kurtosis = 3). Also, the rms response (2.65 meters) is equal to one-fourth of the significant wave height (10.6 meters) as expected. The Gaussian character of the response is also confirmed by the peak factor on the median extreme of 3.8, as found from Equation (8) with p = 0.5, T = 3 hours = 10800 sec, and response median-upcrossing rate, ν 0 = 0.1 sec -1 . Case 1 Case 1 includes a second-order Stokes incident wave process, which causes the net wave elevation to be non-Gaussian and positively skewed. The second-order process provides a small contribution to the total response: the total process rms (2.70 meters) is only 2% larger than that of the first-order process (2.65 meters). This suggests that the spectrum of the first-order process is well approximated by that of the total process, as implicitly assumed here. The peak factor of the total process is 4.1 (only slightly nonGaussian). Case 2 Addition of the first-order diffracted waves in Case 2 (relative to Case 1) has the effect of raising the rms of the first-order process by 23% and the median extreme by 20%. (Because a linear effect has been added, we would expect roughly proportional increases in rms and extreme levels.) The peak factor of the total process response is 3.7 (i.e., the total process is more Gaussian than in Case 1 due to the larger relative contribution of the first-order effects). Case 3 Addition of second-order diffracted waves in Case 3 (relative to Case 2) causes a large increase in response, most notably in its extreme levels. In particular, the rms level changes only from 3.27 to 3.50, while the peak factor grows from 3.7 to 5.5. As we shall see below, these larger peak factors may be more consistent with the observed behavior in model test experiments. Note also that these enhanced peak factors are due to the marked non-Gaussian behavior predicted in this case: the skewness value is predicted to be 0.54, and the kurtosis value to be 4.12, both far exceeding corresponding values in all earlier cases. Heave The results for heave motions again show that nonlinear effects (here, the effect of difference-frequency slow-drift motions) only mildly influence rms values (0.78 increases only to 0.79), but more notably increases skewed, non-Gaussian behavior (skewness value of 0.21). Base Finally, the base case results predict the relative wave response, from a structure now permitted to move. These results combine our "best" model of the wave elevation (including second-order diffraction effects as in Case 3) with our correlated model of associated vertical motions (at this midpoint location, due to heave only). As in Case 3, the results here show particularly strong non-Gaussian behavior: skewness value of 0.54, kurtosis of 4.55, and peak factor of 6.1. In view of their similarity with Case 3 values, these strongly non-Gaussian effects appear due to the presence of second-order diffracted waves, and are not weakened when structural motions are included. Of course, by permitting the structure to move with the waves, the relative wave response is reduced as compared with the locked-down structure in Case 3: reductions in standard deviations from 3.50m to 2.85m, and in median extremes from 19.23m and 17.18m. These reductions appear quite consistent with the marginal heave statistics shown in Table 1 .
RESULTS II: BEST PREDICTIONS VERSUS OBSERVATIONS AT SELECTED LOCATIONS
We next study three different field point locations and compare analytical predictions with model test results. Four different seastates are considered: 1. H s = 10.6m, T p = 12.5s 2.
H s = 12.6m, T p = 13.5s 3.
H s = 13.3m, T p = 13.0s 4.
H s = 14.5m, T p = 14.0s
These four seastates are chosen to conform with 3-hour model tests, all performed for head seas. In Table 2 , results are shown for three field points, including again the platform mid-point and two other locations nearer to columns. In all cases, we focus on numerical values of the rms and peak factor (PF) only.
We first compare results from two different models: the most detailed model (the earlier "base" case), and its nearest competitor (which neglects second-order diffraction effects on the wave elevation, calculated at each field point).
As discussed earlier, this simpler ("hybrid") model is significantly less costly. As such, it is interesting to consider whether it can usefully approximate the more expensive base case results.
Comparing the results of the two models (in Table 2 ), second-order diffraction is found to (1) only moderately increase the rms response, but (2) markedly increase peak factors and hence predicted extremes. Thus, even if second-order effects in the incident wave are retained, unconservative air gap predictions may result if second-order diffraction effects are neglected. The strength of this second-order diffraction correction is found to depend on the location; particularly strong non-Gaussian behavior is predicted at the platform mid-point, as compared with predictions corresponding to other points nearer a column.
Finally, we compare the model predictions with the observed wave tank statistics, shown in the final two columns of Table 2 . We first note that these observed extremes (peak factors) each arise from a single 3-hour test, and are therefore rather noisy estimates of the median values across many similar 3-hour conditions. Even with that caveat, these results strongly suggest that second-order diffraction effects should not be ignored. Models that ignore these effects underestimate the observed peak factors, across all tests and locations considered.
When second-order diffraction effects are included, peak factors are no longer systematically underestimated. Agreement with observations remains imperfect, however. At some locations such as the platform midpoint, the predictions may appear somewhat "too nonlinear." Nonetheless, these results suggest that nonlinear diffraction effects can be important, and should be studied further. We believe that the general statistical models presented here, which estimate extremes from a limited set of statistical moments, offer an efficient approach to assess the impact of various nonlinear models on extreme response levels. To support this, Figure 3 compares predicted model test results (see Winterstein and Sweetman, 1999 ) from a smaller semi-submersible platform, Veslefrikk for two seastates (with 12 and 14 meter significant wave heights). Results are shown for a locked-down structure across 9 measured field points. Two moment-based Hermite predictions are shown: (1) results using moments from the "hybrid" diffraction model, and (2) results using moments from the measured time histories. As with the Troll results, the hybrid model consistently underestimates the air gap demand. Knowledge of the actual moments generally improves prediction, particularly in the 12 meter seastate. Although accurate results have been found for 20-minute extremes, for the 14 meter seastate, results diverge for the longer 3-hour seastate duration shown. It may be that more than four moments are necessary in this case to capture the behavior of the largest extremes. Physically, in this more severe seastate there may be some change in the wave process, such as minor wave impact with the vessel at locations other than those with air gap probes, which leads to a reduction in the most extreme measured air gap events.
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a methodology for describing the net wave elevation and, hence, the air gap response of floating structures. This methodology has been demonstrated to allow different levels of modeling the net wave elevation, and of modeling the relative wave surface with respect to the moving structure. For example, the second-order diffracted waves may be omitted from the analysis if only a first-order diffraction analysis has been carried out.
The importance of the diffracted first-and second-order waves, relative to their incident wave counterparts, has been studied. We find that for the Troll semi-submersible, a full second-order analysis (including both incident and diffracted waves to second order) is necessary. It is found to be unconservative here to neglect second-order diffracted waves, although this practice is often necessitated by the expense of second-order diffraction analyses.
In comparing results across field point locations, we find important non-Gaussian effects that differ slightly depending on each field point's proximity to a column. A field point at the center of the platform exhibited the greatest non-Gaussian character relative to field points near a column. The non-Gaussian character is largely a result of second-order diffracted waves. 
